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Abstract

The breakdown of the quantum Hall effect in a GaAs-
AlGaAs sample is studied. At time of writing there is
no satisfactory theoretical model of the breakdown,
and so here we hope to provide experimental data
which may pave the way to a better understanding of
this effect. Specifically, we have recorded the break-
down sample current for a range of charge carrier
densities - finding that the maximum tolerable sam-
ple current (for the quantum Hall effect to be ob-
served) decreases as the carrier density approaches a
maximum saturation value.

1 Introduction

Since the discovery of the quantum Hall effect in
1980 by von Kiltzing [1], it has become the inter-
national standard of resistance - and provides one
of the most highly accurate methods of determining
the fine structure constant. However, despite having
a reasonably full understanding of the effect at zero
temperature - the perturbative effects of a large sam-
ple current (causing internal heating) remains a sub-
ject of current research, notably in the study of how
the quantum regime breaks down into the classical
Hall effect. See the review paper [2] for an excellent
overview of the state of the art.

A new Hall bar sample (a GaAs-AlGaAs hetero-
junction) donated by the NPL to Oxford’s Claren-
don Laboratory allows further study of the break-
down properties of the quantum Hall effect. In this
experiment, the dependence of the breakdown sam-
ple current on charge carrier density is investigated
(see [4] and references therein for preliminary work
investigating the temperature dependence and effec-
tive electron mass of the sample). Theory in the
quantum regime predicts that the resistivity ρxx will
vanish at certain magnetic field strengths (known as
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Hall plateaux ), giving the simple dependence of Hall
voltage on sample current,

Vy = −ρxyIx

where in two-dimensional samples, the ρxy = Rxy =
RHB. The quantisation of the Hall Resistance, RH ,
thus gives clearly discrete values of Hall Voltage Vy .
However, it is observed that at sufficiently high

sample currents (and temperatures), ρxx 6= 0 at these
plateaux. We use this to characterize the extent of
the ‘breakdown’ of the theory. We define a thresh-
old of gρxx < 5Ω in order for the quantum theory
to be approximately valid, where g is a constant ge-
ometric factor. Thus at different Hall plateaux, for a
certain charge carrier density, we can scan the sample
current until this breakdown occurs - giving a quan-
tative picture of how these factors affect the quantum
Hall effect breakdown.

In Section 2 we outline the existing theory of the
quantum Hall effect and some current breakdown
models; in section 3 we discuss the experimental
setup employed, the measurements made and their
associated uncertainties; in section 4 we present our
results; and finally in section 5 we draw some con-
clusions and give some heuristic justifications for the
data.

2 Theory

If a current is applied across the x-axis of a 2-
dimensional sample, with a strong external B-field
in the z-direction, we observe the voltage responses
shown in Figure 1. This is explained by appealing to
the notion of quantised Larmor orbits set up by the
B-field; the electrons move in the plane of the sample
with an energy E = (n + 1

2
)~ω, where ω = eB/m.

These discrete Landau levels are broadened by colli-
sions and by finite temperature effects. For a char-
acteristic liftime of τ , a state will have a width of
order δE ∼ ~/δτ . Thus if the external magnetic field
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Figure 1: The observed voltage responses in a 2-
dimensional sample to a constant sample current as
the strength of a perpendicular external B-field is var-
ied. [reproduced from [4]]

is sufficiently strong, we can ensure that ~ω >> δE,
equivalently ωτ >> 1, and hence that the discrete
nature of the quantum energy states can be resolved.
The wavefunctions of the electrons must vanish at

the sample boundary, and thus the allowed wavevec-
tors ki = ni

π
L
, for integer n in sample of dimen-

sions L. Equating this with the Landau energy given
above, we find that each Landau level can support a
total number of electrons per unit area of;

Ns =
2eB

h
(1)

Thus if a particular broadened level is only half
filled, the most energetic electrons can be easily ac-
celerated by an applied E-field, gaining energy with-
out requiring promotion into the next Landau level -
and the sample behaves as a conductor. But if the
uppermost Landau level is completely filled, then any
applied electric field must first overcome the mobility
gap, exciting the electrons into a higher Landau level,
before acceleration (and hence current flow) can take
place - and we have insulator behaviour. The oscilla-
tions in Vx, known as Shubnikov de Haas oscillations,
are a consequence of this Landau level filling effect
- as B is increased (and Ns remains approximately
constant) we have oscillations in conducitvity as the
sample transitions between conductor and insulator
phases,

Ns = j
2eB

h
=⇒ Minimum σ (2)

Ns = (j +
1

2
)
2eB

h
=⇒ Maximum σ (3)

where j is an integer, and σ is the conductivity tensor
defined by J = σE.
In the steady state, electron scattering via colli-

sions will exactly balance the electromagnetic forces;
i.e. if the characteristic collision frequency is τ , then,

m
v

τ
= −eE− ev ×B (4)

Imposing the condition vy = 0 (sample current is
directed solely along x), we find,

Ey

Ex

=
eBτ

m
, vx = −

eτ

m
Ex

Therefore using current density Jx = Nsevx, we see
that;

Ey

Jx
= ρxy = −

B

Nse
(5)

This completes the description of the quantum Hall
effect. We have two types of sample behaviour (con-
ductor/insultor) corresponding to the filling of Lan-
dau levels (equation 2). Oscillations in σxx give rise
to identical oscillations in resistivity ρxx. At minima
in ρxx, equation 5 gives,

ρxy = −
1

j

h

2e2
(6)

i.e. the resistance perpendicular to the sample cur-
rent is quantized.
For a fixed sample current Ix, we then have voltage

responses;

Vx =
2d

w
ρxxIx , Vy = −ρxyIx (7)

where the behaviour of ρ described above agrees with
that shown by Figure 1. 2d

w
is a constant geometric

factor defined in Figure 2.
When temperatures or sample currents become

large, the broadening of the Landau levels becomes
comparable with the level separation ~ω, which sig-
nals the transition to the classical Hall effect as the
discrete nature of the energy levels (and hence the
oscillating conductor/insulator behaviour) is lost.
A number of mechanisms have been proposed and

studied in order to account for this transition. At
present, popular models employ electron heating, first
proposed in 1985 [5], arguing that a significant in-
crease in the sample’s electron temperature would be
sufficient to cause a transition into the classical Hall
regime.
For example, boostrap electron heating (BSEH) [6]

considers the distribution of current within the sam-
ple, arguing that once local electric fields can create
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electron-hole pairs there is an avalanche of electron
heating (beginning at the source contact and perco-
lating into the sample). An alternative (and perhaps
reconcilable [7]) model is that of quasielastic inter-

Landau level scattering (QUILLS), which allows en-
ergy transport via the collisions of electrons in dif-
ferent levels. A third, particularly novel, method of
modelling how the resitivity tensor changes with sam-
ple current is provided by the hydrodynamic equa-
tions of [8], which treats the current as a flow of a
classical fluid past fixed obstacles (sample impurities)
- with the threshold sample current being given by the
‘transition to turbulence’ (the generation of vortices)
of the ‘electron fluid’.
We feel that our variation of charge carrier density

can be easily interpreted in any one of these models.
In BSEH, increasing Ns will alter the distribution
of sample current (increasing the current densities).
In QUILLS, increasing Ns will increase the collision
frequency between the electron energy levels. In a
hydrodynamic theory, increasing Ns will increase the
effective viscosity of the electron fluid. We will re-
turn to these three models and their qualitative pre-
dictions in Section 5.

3 Experimental Setup

Using the circuit shown in Figure 2, we first recorded
the voltage responses Vx and Vy against magnet cur-
rent. The solenoid magnet generates 1/5.38 T A−1,
so magnet current can be linearly mapped to mag-
netic field B; producing graphs like that shown in
Figure 1.
The period of the Shubnikov de Haas oscillations

is given from equation 2 as;

∆

(

1

B

)

=
2e

hNs

(8)

allowing measurement of Ns.
The incremental voltage between Hall plateaux is

given by equations 7 and 6 as;

∆

(

1

Vy

)

=
2e2

Ih

allowing measurement of the quantum Hall Resis-
tance, RH =

ρxy

B
= 1

j
h

2e2B
. The von Kiltzing con-

stant can then be defined Rk = 2jRH = h
e2
, and

calculated directly from these measurements of Vy .
Once Ns had been determined, we then recorded

Vx against the sample current (changing the DMM
front panel switch).

Figure 2: The circuit diagram, showing the Hall bar
on the left and the magnet circuit on the right - sep-
arated by Digital MultiMeter. [reproduced from [3]]

The temperature of the sample was maintained at
4.125K throughout. Illumination via an LED was
used to change the density of free charge carriers,
Ns.
The digital multimeters were precise to one part in

106, but were not calibrated to that accuracy. How-
ever, the standard resistors shown in Figure 2 had
been very accurately calibrated to 10 000.8979 Ω [4].
Thus instead of simply plotting uncalibrated multi-
meter readings against the inaccurate readings on the
current sources - we chose to measure the Vx and Vy

alongside the central DMM V . Thus we can make
calculations of the form,

V

Vy

= R
2e2

h

where R is accurately known, and taking the ratio of
two precise multimeter readings removes any multi-
plicative calibration error.
The greatest uncertainties introduced are therefore

from the calculation of magnetic field strength (due
to this 5.38 numerical factor, which is presumably
only accurate to one part in 100), and from the iden-
tification of Hall plateaux when magnetic field was
scanned (achieved by eye from the plots of Vy).

4 Results

Using the period of Shubnikov de Haas oscillations
(equation 8) observed when sweeping the magnetic
field both up and down, we can generate data like
that plotted in Figure 4. Averaging over upsweep
and downsweep eliminates systematic errors incurred
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by stray voltages. Using a range of sample currents
not only improves the accuracy of our estimation of
Ns, but - significantly - demonstrates that there is
no dependence of Ns on sample current. Thus when
we come to sweep the sample current, we can be con-
fident that the charge carrier density is a constant
along the I-V curve.
Our primary aim was to study the breakdown of

the quantum Hall effect. We focus here on the min-
ima of the resistivity ρxx, which will be zero when
safely in the quantum Hall regime. However, as one
transitions into the classical Hall regime; this resis-
tivity will become finite. This is shown in Figure 3.
For any given fill factor j (see equation 6), the mini-
mum resistivity ρxx (proportional to the plotted Vx)
will be approximately zero for low sample currents -
but then rise sharply once a certain threshold current
is exceeded. This threshold is largest for the low fill
factors, and so in what follows we will restrict our
attention to the j = 2 Hall plateau.
In order to quantitatively compare this threshold,

or ‘breakdown current’, we introduce the following
criterion: if the sample current induces a longitudinal

resistance R = 2d
w
ρxx which exceeds 5Ω, then break-

down has occured. The 5Ω threshold is arbitrary, but
is comparable with the thresholds employed in similar
invesitgations [4].
The breakdown curves (with threshold) are plotted

in Figure 5 for different Ns. Taking the logarithm of
the y-axis, we see that in the region of the breakdown
(sample currents 0.1mA - 0.3mA), straight lines in-
dicate a exponential relationship between Vx and I.
The gradients of these lines are approximately equal,
indicating that in any relation of the form,

Vx = f(Ns) exp(kI)

the exponent k is only weakly dependent on Ns.
As the carrier density Ns increases, the quantum

Hall effect breaks down at much lower sample cur-
rents. This is consistent with the observed limiting
behaviour - if the sample is heavily irradiated, Ns ap-
proaches a maximum (≈ 6.43× 1015 for this sample)
and the Shubnikov de Haas oscillations are replaced
by a steadily rising voltage response (indicating that
we are no longer in the quantum Hall regime) for

all sample currents, which may be interpreted as the
breakdown current approaching zero.
In addition to our study of the breakdown; our

measurements of the Shubnikov de Haas oscillations
and corresponding Hall plateaux may be used to ac-
curately calculate the von Kiltzing constant. The
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Figure 3: The breakdown of the ρxx = 0 regime
for different fill factors, j. We see that the lower j
plateaux can tolerate higher sample currents before
the quantum Hall effect breaks down.

average Rk calculated using many different sample
currents is plotted against Ns in Figure 7. At higher
Ns, the uncertainty increases because the quantum
Hall effect breaks down at much lower sample cur-
rents. We obtain a value of Rk = 25812.84± 0.51Ω,
which should be compared with the literature value of
25812.807443(8)Ω [9]. The high experimental uncer-
tainty arises from identification and accurate mea-
surement of the Hall plateaux voltages, which be-
comes especially difficult at larger sample currents
(as we approach the breakdown).

5 Conclusion

By introducing a ‘breakdown criterion’ (R = 5Ω),
we are able to compare the sample currents at which
the quantum Hall effect breaks down for a number of
different charge carrier densities. The dependence is
weak for small deviations from the ‘natural’ carrier
density Ns = 4.65× 1015, but we find that the max-
imum tolerable sample current falls sharply as one
approaches the maximum ‘saturated’ carrier density
Ns = 6.43× 1015.
In the context of the BSEH model, the larger car-

rier density leads to larger current densities within
the sample, and hence local electric fields become
capable of producing eletron-hole pairs (causing an
avalanche of electron heating) at lower sample cur-
rents.
From the point of view of QUILLS, a larger number

of electrons in the filled Landau levels leads to a more
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Figure 4: The charge carrier density Ns implied by
the Shubnikov de Haas period for both upsweeping
and downsweeping magnetic field for a number of
sample currents. This establishes both that Ns is
largely independent of sample current, and allows an
accurate value of Ns = 4.65× 1015 to be determined
by taking a weighted average.

frequent collision rate; dissipating magnetic energy
as heat more efficiently. Thus the threshold current
drops as the sample electron temperature is naturally
higher.
Modelling the current as an electron fluid, increas-

ing Ns will increase the effective viscosity of the flow.
However, it will also increase the significance of elec-
tric interactions within the fluid. It is not intuitively
clear from this model howNs should affect the thresh-
old current, as many competing effects need to be
compared (the interested reader is referred to [10] for
a more complete discussion).
When the saturation carrier density is approached,

we suspect that charge build-up within the sample
also contributes significantly to the deviation from
quantum Hall theory predictions.
Finally, we also use our data to calculate a value

of the von Kiltzing constant Rk = 25812.84± 0.51Ω,
which compares favourably with the accepted litera-
ture value of 25812.807443(8)Ω.
Future work would extend the range of Ns inves-

tigated (by using a sample with a larger saturation
carrier density), and repeat these measurements at a
lower temperature; at which the breakdown may be
more pronounced.
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Figure 5: The breakdown of the ρxx = 0 regime for
different charge carrier densities, Ns. We observe
first that largerNs configurations breakdown at lower
sample currents, and further that there appears to
be an exponential relationship between the induced
voltage and applied sample current in the breakdown
region 100mA < Isample < 0.3mA.
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Figure 6: The breakdown current against Ns, ob-
tained from the intercepts of the Figure 5 curves with
the R = 5Ω line. As the charge carrier density is in-
creased, the maximum tolerable current falls sharply.
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Equation y = a + b*x

Weight
Direct Weighting

Residual Sum of 
Squares

6.96901

Pearson's r -0.3237
Adj. R-Square 0

Value Standard Error

Weighted 
Average

Intercept 25812.8471 0.51028
Slope 0 --

Figure 7: Values of Rk were calculated from the Hall
plateaux with a number of sample currents in the
range 50µA - 400µA for each value of Ns. The av-
erage over different sample currents is shown here
against the appropriate Ns. As Ns increases, the
quantum Hall effect breaks down quicker, and thus
there is greater uncertainty associated with the ob-
served Hall voltages.
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A Risk Assessment

There are a number of safety precuations which
should be oberserved throughout this experiment in
order to minimise or eliminate the risks associated
with the procedure.

Liquid Helium

The liquid helium is an effective refridgerant,
its use cannot be avoided (if we are to attain
O(1) K temperatures). Dangers associated with
He are severe ’burns’ if it comes in contaxt with
skin; the tearing of skin which sticks to very
cold surfaces; asphyxiation; a possible violent
reaction with liquid water; and the creation of
an oxygen-rich environment - in which materials
can become highly combustable.
We can prevent some of these dangers by:
Keeping the He far from running water and
from sources of energy such as open flames.
We can reduce the risk of some dangers by:
Wearing safety gloves and safety goggles when-
ever handling liquid He.
Working in well-ventilated areas.

Possible Quenching:

If the superconductors supporting the magnetic
field are heated - becoming resistive - the stored
inductive energy in the field is rapidly dissi-
pated. This boils the liquid helium, abruptly
generating a large volume of gas (and hence
high pressures).
We can prevent this danger by:
Keeping the magnet currents below 39.9 A.
Keeping the cryostat power supply on.
Taking care no to move the probe or magnet.

After evacuation of 4He space:

If air is allowed into the evacuated 4He space of
the cryostat it will freeze - jamming the probe
and potentially causing a magnet quench.
This danger can be prevented by:
Careful handling of the crystat valves after
pumping the 4He.
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